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P-SETS IN F '-SPACES

ROBERT E. ATALLA

ABSTRACT.   A P-set is one which is interior to any zero set which

contains it.   An F -space may be characterized as one in which the clo-

sure of a cozero set is a P-set.   We study applications of P-sets to the

topology of F -spaces, and certain set-theoretical operations under

which the class of P-sets is stable.   A. I. Veksler has shown that in a

basically disconnected space the closure of an arbitrary union of P-sets

is a P-set, while in F -spaces we are only able to prove this for count-

able unions.   Our main result is an example of a set in the compact F-

space   ßN\N which is not a P-set, but which is the closure of a union

of P-sets.   The set is related to the almost-convergent functions of G.

G. Lorentz.

1. Introduction.  A P-set in a topological space is a closed set which

is interior to any zero set which contains it.   Apparently the first explicit

occurrence of infinite P-sets in the literature is in the work of V. T. Dika-

nova [D], where it is assumed that X is compact and extremally disconnected.

Properties of P-sets in basically disconnected spaces were further developed

by A. I. Veksler [v].   For both authors, P-sets arose naturally from the study

of certain vector lattices, and their representation by function spaces.

The first significant occurrence of infinite P-sets in the American litera-

ture is the result of Henriksen and Isbell [H—i] that the 'support set' in

ßN\N of a nonnegative regular matrix is an infinite P-set.   (See also [H—S,

Theorem 4.1] and [A,, Theorem 2.1].)   In [A2] it is shown that, under the

continuum hypothesis, each such support set contains a family of 2C no-

where dense P-sets, each the support of a regular Borel measure.

In §2 we show how P-sets may be used to characterize F'-spaces, and

discuss some set-theoretic operations under which the class of P-sets (in

an F -space) is stable—for instance the closure of a countable union of P-

sets is a P-set.   In §3 we discuss P-sets in basically and extremally dis-
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connected spaces, and use P-sets to give an easy proof that F  -spaces with

the countable chain condition are extremally disconnected.

A. I. Veksler [V, Theorem 2(b)] shows that in a compact basically dis-

connected space, the closure of an arbitrary union of P-sets is a P-set,

while in compact F  -spaces we are only able to prove this for countable

unions.   In §4 we give a counterexample to show that the countability

restriction is needed.   Let A C N be such that its characteristic function

is almost-convergent in the sense of G. G. Lorentz (see [L] or [R.]), let A

be its cluster points in ßN\N, and let   K = (]\A   : yA almost conv.j.   A

result of R. A. Raimi implies K is not a P-set.   We show here that K is the

closure of an uncountable union of support sets of regular matrices, each of

which is a P-set by the Henriksen-Isbell theorem.

2. P-sets in F'-spaces.  X will always be a completely regular Haus-

dorff space.   We recall that a zero set has the form /     (0) for some / £ C(X),

and a cozero set is the complement of a zero set.   By complete regularity,

cozero sets are a system of basic neighborhoods.   An F  -space is one in

which disjoint cozero sets have disjoint closures   ([G—H] or [C—H—N]).   A

closed set is called a P-set if it is interior to any zero set which contains

it. Equivalently, a closed set is a P-set if it is disjoint from the closure of

any cozero set in its complement.

2.1. Theorem.   The following are equivalent: (a) X is an F -space, (b)

the closure of every cozero set is a P-set.

Proof,   (a) implies (b).   Let   K = cl A, where A is cozero (and cl A means

'closure of A'), and suppose ß is a cozero set disjoint from K.   Then cl B

is disjoint from K by definition of F -space.   Hence K is a P-set.

(b) implies (a).  Let A and B be disjoint cozero sets.   Then cl A n ß =

0, where cl A is, by assumption, a P-set, and B is cozero.   Hence cl A n

cl B = 0 , and so X is an F  -space.

2.2. Theorem.   Let X be an F -space.

(a) If K   are compact P-sets, then clLJ K    is a P-set.
n    n

(b) If Í1 is the first uncountable ordinal and \K : a < 0! are compact

P-sets such that a < ß implies Ka D K„, then  K = C\\Ka: a < fi! is a P-set.

(c) If X is compact and each closed set has a neighborhood system of

cardinality at most H., then the finite intersection of P-sets is a P-set.

Proof,   (a) Let Z be a zero set with cl UK   C Z.   Each   K    is a P-set,
v   ' w    n m '

so for each m there exists open  V    with K    C V    C Z.   Since   K     is com-
* m m m m
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pact and X is completely regular, there exists a cozero set   W    with K    C

W    CV    C Z, and hence  cl U K   C cl U W   C Z.   But \jw    is a cozero
mm n n n

set.   By 2.1, cl U W    is a P-set, and hence is interior to Z.   Thus  cl  U K
' n n

is interior to Z, and hence is a P-set.

(b) Let Z be a zero set with K C Z.   Then Z = D  A(22), where each

A(t2) is open.   For each n there exists 0.(22) < O with K  .  . C A(n).   (For

otherwise  ÍK \A(w): a < Q\ would be a family of compact sets with f.i.p.,

and hence would have nonvoid intersection, contrary to K C A (72).)  Since fl

is the first uncountable ordinal, there exists a with 0.(22) < a < fi for all 72,

whence   K   C K  , .C A(n) fot all n.   Now   K   C Z, and since   K   is a P-set,

we have  K C K   C interior Z.   Hence K is a P-set.
a

(c) We need two lemmas.

2.3. Lemma.   Let X satisfy the hypotheses of 2.2(c), and let K be closed

in X.   The following are equivalent: (a) K is a P-set, (b)  K can be written

K=C\{A   : a < ù\, where A     is cozero, and a < ß implies A    DclA„.

Proof, (b) implies (a). This follows from 2.2(b).   (a) implies (b).   Let

{B  : a < OS be a well-ordering of open neighborhoods of K.   By normality,

there is a cozero set A. with KC A    C B   .   Suppose  ß < Q, and we have

Í A   : a < ß\ such that ACS, and a < y < ß implies A   A cl A     DA    A K.
1    a. ^ a a' 1      e-       r a y y

By normality of X, Z = Ç\{A   : a < /3! is a zero set with KC Z, and since K

is a P-set there exists open W with KCWCZ.   By normality there exists a

cozero set A. with K C A„C cl A   C W n B.CZ.

2.4. Lemma.   // A anfi? B are cozero sets in F -space X, then cl(A n B)=

cl A n cl B.

Proof.   We adapt an argument from [G—J, p. 85].   Clearly, cl(A n B)C

cl A n cl B.   To prove the reverse inclusion, let p £ cl A n cl B and V be a

cozero set neighborhood of p.   Then p e cl(A n V) and p e cl(B n V).   Since

A n V and BflV are cozero sets and X is an F  -space, we have  A Ci B D

V ¡¿ 0.   Since V is an arbitrary cozero neighborhood of p, we have p 6

cl(A nß).

2.5. Proof of 2.2(c).   Let /Cand L be P-sets.   By Lemma 2.3 we write

K =f|!cl Aa: a < Í1S and L = Icl.B   : ß < OS.   Using Lemma 2.4,

KnL=   H   f|clUanB  )=   Q Ka.
a<ß/3<ß a<ß

By 2.2(b)each   Xa = D/3<Qcl(Aa n 8J is a P-set, and again by 2.2(b)

K H L is a P-set.   The general case of n sets follows by induction.
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2.6. Remarks,   (a) 2.2(c) fails for sequences of sets.   In fact if   K    are

distinct compact sets with   K    UK     ,, then their intersection K is not a P-
r .       n        n + l'

set.   For choose  x    £ K  \K     ,.   Then  clix  ! intersects K, while it is easy
n n        n +1 n ' '

to see that a P-set is disjoint from the closure of any countable subset of

its complement,   (b) It has been shown anonymously that  2.2(c) can be

proved by means of functional analysis in such a way that the cardinality

assumptions may be discarded.

3. Basically and extremally disconnected spaces.  Theorems 3.2 and

3.3 are due to A. I. Veksler.   The proofs we give are direct and set-theoretic,

while his proofs are based on vector lattice properties of the space of

extended real functions on X.   Theorem 3.4 was proved for compact totally

disconnected F-spaces by K. Hoffman and A. Ramsay [H—R, Lemma 3].   The

proof of our more general result is quite different from theirs.

3.1. Lemma.   Let X be an F -space.   If A is a cozero set and K a P-set,

then clxA n K = clK(A n K).

Proof.  Clearly, clxA nfOcl^A  O K).   Suppose  p4clK(A n K).   We

show p 4 clyA n K.   Now there is a cozero set ß with p £ B and 0 =

(B Pi K) n (A n K) = A n ß n K.   But A n ß is a cozero set and K is a P-

set, so using Lemma 2.4 we have   0 = clx(A O B) n K = clx A n clxß O 7C But

p e B, and hence p 4 clxA O K.

3.2. Theorem [V, Theorem 3].  Let X be basically disconnected (i.e.,

the closure of every cozero set is open), and K a compact P-set in X.   Then

K is basically disconnected in its subspace topology.

Proof.   Let A be a cozero set in K.   Since  K is compact, every continuous

function on K can be extended to a continuous function on all X.   Hence  A =

K n B, where B is cozero in X.   By 3.1, cl^A = cl^fK O B) = cl^ß n K.

But  clvB  is open and closed in X, so cl   A   is open and closed in the in-

duced topology of K.

3.3. Theorem [V, Theorem 2(b)]. Let X be basically disconnected.   Then

the closure of an arbitrary union of P-sets is a P-set.   Hence the class of

P-sets is a complete lattice.

Proof.   Let \K  : a £ Aj be P-sets, and cl UaK   C Z, where Z is a zero

set.   For each a £ A, K   C int Z.   But int Z is closed, so cl U  K   C int Z.
'     a ' a   a

Hence cl \JaKa is a P-set.
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3.4. Theorem.  A72 F -space which satisfies the countable chain condition

is extremally disconnected (i.e., the closure of an open set is always open).

Proof.   As is well known, a basically disconnected space which satis-

fies c.c.c. is extremally disconnected, so it suffices to prove X is basically

disconnected.   Let K be the closure of a cozero set in X, so that (by Theo-

rem 2.1) K is a P-set.   Let ÍA   : n e N\ be a maximal disjoint collection of

cozero sets in X\ K.   Then A = U  A     is a cozero set dense in X\K.   It
w?z    n

follows from the definition of P-set that K D cl A = 0 , so that cl A = X\ K.

Thus K is open as well as closed.

3.5. Corollary (G. L. Seever [S, Theorem 2.2]).   // S is the carrier set

of a positive Borel measure in a compact F-space, then S is extremally dis-

connected in its subspace topology.

Proof.  S is an F-space in its induced topology [S, p. 27l], and it clearly

satisfies c.c.c.

3.6. Remark.   Professor W. W. Comfort has suggested the following al-

ternative proof of Theorem 3-4.   A space is called 'weakly Lindelöf if every

open cover admits a countable subfamily with dense union.   In [C—H—N, pp.

494—495] it is shown that an F -space in which each open set is weakly

Lindelöf is extremally disconnected, and so it suffices to show that under

our hypotheses each open set is weakly Lindelöf.   But given an open cover

of open V, there exists a maximal disjoint collection of open sets, each con-

tained in some element of the cover.   The disjoint collection is countable

with dense union, and yields a subfamily of the original cover which is

countable with dense union.

4. The example.  The example given in Theorem 4.2 will show that

Veksler's theorem (Theorem 3-3 above), which holds for basically discon-

nected spaces, fails for the compact F-space ßN\N.

4.1. Preliminaries,  f e C  (N) is almost-convergent (a-c) to / if

1   "
(4.1a) lim   -£/(; + £) = 2-

n^oo n  .
; =1

uniformly in k.   G. G. Lorentz [L, Theorem l] proved that / is almost conver-

gent to t iff <p(f) = /  for every invariant mean çS on C  (N), i.e., every trans-

lation-invariant nonnegative linear functional such that cS(e)= 1, where e is

the unit function.

U f e C  (N), let /' be its extension to ßN and /   the restriction of /'
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to j87V\/V.   If A C N, let A ' be its closure in ßN and A* = A ' D (/3/v\/V).

Then N* = /3/v\/V.   As noted in [R ], each invariant mean on C (A/), i.e., on

C(ßN), may be represented by a Borel probability measure with support in

N   which is invariant under the extension to ßN of the map n —> n + 1 on N.

Then / is  a-c  to Z iff //   dm = Z for each measure m representing an invari-

ant mean.   If c/j is an invariant mean, let   K ,   be the support set of the mea-

sure representing cp, and let

(4.1b) K = cl \J\K^ : <f> an invariant mean!.

r>       It, tl 1/1 uBy LR   , Theorem 2.41 we have

(4.1c) K = C\\A*: ACN, -yA  is   a-c   to   l!.

Finally if T = (i      ) is a nonnegative regular matrix, we define the

support set L of T by

(4.1d) L = fïU*: ¿ CN, T-lim yA = 1{,

where T-lim v. = lim    S   Z      Y/t(")-   (This is equivalent to Definition 1.1 of

[A,].)   The bounded convergence field of T is the set of / £ C (N) such that

T-lim(/) exists.

4.2. Theorem.   The set  K  is not a P-set, but there exists a family of P-

sets \KA: A e S\, where S is uncountable, such that  K = cl U<^4: ^ e^i.

Proof.  We first show that K is not a P-set.   In |Rj, pp. 711 — 712], Raimi

produces a nonnegative / £ C (N) such that (i) / is almost convergent to 0,

and (ii) there does not exist a partition  N = A U B such that xA   1S almost

convergent to 0 and lim(« £ B)f(n) = 0.   By (i), //   dm = 0 whenever m is a

measure on N  representing an invariant mean.   Since / is nonnegative, this

implies that  /   = 0 on the support set of m, and hence, by formula (4.1b),

/   = 0 on K.   We show that /    does not vanish on any neighborhood of K so

that K is not a P-set.   Let B   be an open and closed neighborhood of K,

where B C N.   Then obviously  yß  is almost-convergent to 1, and condition

(ii) implies that  lim sup(ra £ B)f(n)> 0.   Thus /   does not vanish on B   .

Now to produce the sets K. .   Each   K .   will be the support of a regular

translative matrix, i.e., a regular matrix A = (a      ) such that

n

According to Lorentz [L], A is translative iff  a-c C C . , and A-lim / = p(f)

for each / £ a-c   and invariant mean p.   Let S be the set of all nonnegative
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regular translative matrices.   If A e S, let   X,   be the support set of A (as

defined in 4.1).

(i) If A £ S, then K. C K.   To prove this, let  W C N be such that

KCW .   Then Yu>   e a"c C C^, so A-lim y^ = p^,,,) = 1  for each invariant

mean p.   Hence KA C W   , and it follows that K. C K.

(ii)  K = cl UiKj1 ^ e ^1-   To prove this, let   K„  stand for the right-hand

side of the equation.   If the result is false, then there exists x £ K\Xn.   By

complete regularity, there exists  f £ C (N) such that 0 < /   < 1, / (x) > 0,

and /*= 0 on KQ.   This implies that   A-lim / = 0   for all A 6 S, while p(/) > 0

for some invariant mean p.   (This last follows from formula (4.1b), and the

fact that /   > 0.)   But this contradicts the following lemma of J. P. Duran

[Du, Lemma l]:

'Let x be a bounded sequence.   Then there is an A £ S and a B £ S

such that

supip(x): p an invariant mean S = lim (Ax) ,

inf{p(x): p an invariant mean S = lim (Bx)
n
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